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Abstract

In this paper, we present DSAM, a data stream appli-
cation manager. DSAM supports the deployment of global
queries to distributed and heterogeneous sensor nodes and
Stream Processing Systems (SPSs). We provide a graph-
based global query language DSAM-AQL. The Abstract
Query Language (AQL) is a declarative stream-oriented
query language that abstracts from topology and distribu-
tion of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and the hetero-
geneity of their nodes. Query processing and distribution
is supported by a central catalog that manages all stream
schemas, nodes, (initial) topology, SPSs, queries, perfor-
mance characteristics of both network connections and
nodes, and expressiveness of nodes’ supported query lan-
guages and query definitions. DSAM supports query par-
titioning, query mapping, deployment, and monitoring of
distributed data stream applications. We focus on DSAM’s
infrastructure and the procedures of deployment of global
queries.

1 Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consist of nodes that

are widely distributed. These sensors are the data source
for data stream processing in many scenarios. Having no
central storage, data stream processing becomes a challenge
of distributed processing that is more efficient than sending
all data to a central processing unit. At the moment most
data stream scenarios of academic data stream prototypes
are quite small and manageable. They focus on their pre-
sented data stream prototype with its query language and
processing model. We expect complex scenarios with many
distributed data sources such as complex event processing
and complex sensor data fusion in the near future.

From our point of view, sensor network nodes are Stream
Processing Systems (SPSs) with limited capacities so the
query language is less expressive than e.g. SQL [4]. We
subsume all kinds of systems that process streams under the
term SPSs. An instance of an SPS that is deployed on a host
is called a node. A node is a homogeneous unit of a directed
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Figure 1. Scenario of heterogeneous stream
components

graph of distributed nodes that can process a partial query.
We focus on the challenge of bringing those mentioned

systems together. The contribution of this paper is the pre-
sentation of a concept of deploying global queries to het-
erogeneous and distributed sensor nodes and SPSs. This in-
cludes the infrastructure of DSAM and a short description
of participating components and procedures. In Sec. 2 we
motivate our abstract language for global queries, its par-
titioning to distributed heterogeneous nodes, and mapping
of query partitions to query languages of concrete SPSs.
The modules and high-level architecture of DSAM are de-
scribed in Sec. 3 and provide a deeper insight into the con-
cepts of DSAM. As we separate DSAM-AQL and metadata
we have to present a conceptual data stream schema. Aside
from query partitioning, query mapping is the core of our
approach that we show in Sec. 4. Some projects that we
mention in Sec. 5 are inspiring our work.

2 Partitioning of DSAM-AQL
DSAM processes global queries and configures the

nodes, i.e. it partitions global queries and maps a par-
tial query to either operator assemblies or special destina-
tion languages, and deploys it on the adequate node. This
helps the integration of heterogeneous stream-emitting and
stream-processing nodes, in order to deploy large queries.
Some sensors and data sources may emit data that is pro-
cessed by different types of SPSs (Fig. 1). We assume
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Figure 2. Graphical representation of an AQL
subquery

that users want to describe their needs in form of a query
by using a uniform query language without considering the
topology of sensor nodes.

2.1 AQL

The Abstract Query Language (AQL) is SPS indepen-
dent and used as global query language. It is completely
descriptive by describing just data sources, data sinks and
abstract operators. There are three classes of abstract op-
erators: monadic operators, combine operators, and sepa-
rate operators. The membership of an abstract operator to
one of these classes is determined by its number of input
and output streams. Monadic operators have one input and
one output stream e.g. filter, map, or aggregate operator.
Operators of the combine operator class are determined by
one output stream and a minimum of two input streams e.g.
union or join operator. A member of the separate operator
class has one input stream and multiple output streams, e.g.
split operator.

The following listings show an excerpt of AQL’s syntax
and how the three operator classes are placed in a query:

query := <source_list> ":" <fragment> ":" <sink_list>
subquery := "(" <source_list> ":" <fragment> ":"

(<sink_list>)? ")"
fragment := (("$"<digit>"."<monadic_operator>",")*

<combine_operator>)? "," (<monadic_operator>",")*
(<separate_operator>
(",#"<digit>"."<monadic_operator>)*)?

source_list := <source> ("," <source>)*
source := identifier | <subquery>
...

Queries can use nested subqueries as source streams. Each
subquery can unite different streams and separate the
streams once (Fig. 2). This pattern of subqueries allows
arbitrarily complex directed graphs. In Sec. 4.3 we give
a small example. The following excerpt of an AQL-query
shows two streams S1 and S2 that are combined and split
into two streams. There is a subquery that adds time in-
formation to stream S2. The subquery only consists of
the combine operator Merge. The top-level query has
three monadic operators, the combine operator Union and
the separate operator Split. The decorator $2 assigns
the Filter to the second input stream, i.e. the result-

ing streams of the subquery; decorator #2 manipulates the
items of the second output stream S4.

S1,(S2,TIME:MERGE():):$2.Filter(expression="S2.a<3"),
Union(),Filter(...),
Split(expression.#1="g>5", expression.#2=...),
#2.Map(...):S3 ,S4

Sources and sinks have distinct addresses that are saved
in the metadata catalog (Sec. 3). At the moment we sup-
port some basic abstract operators like filter (selection), map
(functions on attributes), join, union, merge (synchroniza-
tion of streams with concatenation of fields), and split (con-
ditional creation of multiple streams).

Window definitions are necessary for aggregations and
joins. We distinguish between global source windows and
local operator windows1. Mapping between source win-
dows and operator windows is tricky but possible by inser-
tion of additional ID fields (map operator).

2.2 Partitioning

We orient our query processing to query processing in
distributed database systems (Fig. 3) that is researched rea-
sonably well [5]. The classical steps “query parsing” and
“rule-based optimization” can be adapted from distributed
database systems to the context of stream processing. The
step “creation of enumerated plans” additionally has to con-
sider the different possibilities of nodes’ distribution, het-
erogeneity, data flow, and communication paths. A meta-
data catalog is essential for query processing as it contains
all information about data sources, topology of nodes, and
even the set of available operators. Costs for each plan have
to be estimated. There are conflicting objectives like mini-
mizing CPU load and energy consumption on a node, maxi-
mizing the data quality (reducing load-shedding), minimiz-
ing latency etc. Processing costs can influence CPU load
and energy consumption, the costs of transmission of data
stream items are energy and time. In most database sys-
tems, the number of input and output operations is a metric
for costs. In distributed data stream systems, metric and ob-
jective strongly depend on the concrete scenario. We weight
relevant objectives and combine cost estimators that use dif-
ferent cost models depending on the objective, the data pro-
cessing system, and the objective’s level of detail depending
on the relevance.

Further, we distinguish between local cost models and
a global cost model. Local cost models consider various
levels of detail and depend on the particular model of the
underlying node. A deeper presentation of the cost models
and their use is beyond the scope of this paper.

The catalog holds a list of available nodes that can run
an abstract operator. We assume some operators that are

1We call window definitions of data sources source windows (windows
in query languages similar to SQL) and window definitions that configure
stateful operators operator windows (windows in e.g. Borealis). Local
operator windows can be implemented more efficiently in WSNs.
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Figure 4. DSAM Architecture

not available on every node. E.g. some special operators
for data fusion or User-Defined Operators (UDOs) might
be installed on few single nodes. This leads to structural
constraints of a query’s deployment:

• Input streams are available at a definite place/node

• Some nodes can realize some abstract operators that
others can not

• Nodes have individual capacity and performance be-
havior

• Nodes’ connections have reachability constraints and
performance behavior

At the moment, we don’t apply any heuristics in the “cre-
ation of enumerated plans” process. Looking on the objec-
tive latency, cost estimation will prefer a solution with mini-
mal traffic and a reasonable clustering of operators on nodes
as data flow between nodes is much more expensive than
data flow inside of nodes. The resulting query partitions are
mapped to the corresponding language. We describe map-
ping and deployment in Sec. 4.

3 Architecture of DSAM
DSAM is the central manager of distributed data stream

applications. It communicates with all nodes, i.e. deploy-
ment and monitoring are done either directly or by multi-
hop approaches. We focus on query partitioning and query
mapping; so we have planned DSAM as a centralized man-
agement system at first. In this section we briefly describe
the main modules of DSAM that process queries and maps
query partitions to the target systems, the catalog, that stores
all relevant metadata and provides both static and volatile
metadata, and an optional distributed part that makes com-
mon nodes providing an interface for deployment and mon-
itoring to DSAM.
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nodes
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hosts
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connection
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Figure 5. The tables of the catalog

3.1 Modules of DSAM

DSAM consists of five major components:

• MetaDataCatalog
This central component of DSAM stores all necessary
metadata used by all other components.

• QueryProcessor
The query processor parses AQL queries and gener-
ates the corresponding abstract operator graph plus
the operator SPE-node distribution. For the lat-
ter, there exists the subcomponent Distributor
which uses information from the subcomponent
Cost-Estimator. According to the operator SPE-
node distribution the abstract operator graph is going
to be split into separate subgraphs. Each of these sub-
graphs represents a query for a SPE-node.

• QueryMapper
The main purpose of this component is the mapping
of operator graphs to different target query languages
(detailed description in Sec. 4.1).

• Frontend
This component represents the user interface. At the
moment we provide a simple text-based console.

• Gateway
This component realizes monitoring and deployment
of partial queries for both WSN-nodes and SPSs.

Fig. 4 depicts the DSAM architecture and the de-
pendencies among its components. The modules
DeploymentManager and Monitoring are explained
in the following sections.

3.2 Catalog

All necessary information about nodes, streams, queries,
available operators, and topology of queries is stored
in a catalog (see Fig. 5). The Queries and the
QueryUsesQueries relations hold all information on
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global queries and their partial queries. A hierarchy of
queries and partial queries is necessary because global
queries may be split up into several partial queries and de-
ployed on different nodes. The catalog furthermore sup-
ports a hierarchy with more than two levels (global query↔
partial query), if queries have to be clustered or the splitting
is done in a more fine grained way, which can be inevitable
when queries get really big or a lot of queries have to be
distributed among a few nodes.

The actual distribution of a global query is stored in the
QueryUsesNodes table. Every node has an spstype.
A stream entity represents a sequence of tuples with a
specific schema. Every stream is either published by a
query or an external source. External sources are stored
with an URL. The URI of this URL is used to instan-
tiate an appropriate adapter to parse tuples from exter-
nal schemes. A stream may be consumed by different
queries and a query can subscribe to more than one stream
(QueryUsesStreams).

We use a set of generic datatypes to describe the
schemes of our streams. Not all nodes support all data types
and a mapping has to be performed. The information about
the unsupported data types and their mapping to our generic
types is stored in the spsdatatypes table. Some of the
supported nodes run on 32bit or 64bit architectures only.

The supported operators of an SPS are held in the
SPSOperators relation, which is an important informa-
tion required by the distribution process. The abstract oper-
ators of AQL must have equivalents in the SPS. Otherwise
the operator has to be deployed on an alternative node.

A distributed and deployed query has to be monitored for
its resource consumption to enable redistribution and op-
timization. Volatile metadata about runtime properties of
nodes will be gathered in the monitoring component and
can be accessed through the metadata-interface. This in-
formation is important when the decision has to be made,
whether a node has enough resource capacities to deploy
more queries on these nodes.

4 Mapping and Deployment

Fig. 6 shows the whole deployment process of a global
query on different kind of nodes.

The result of the partitioning process is partial queries
that can be deployed on the according node, i.e. the node
must provide all necessary operators. We sketch the map-
ping process of partial queries to target query languages,
the generation of source code for SPSs that are just pro-
grammable and don’t support query languages, and the de-
ployment of partial queries.

A short example supports the presentation of our con-
cept.

Global Query

Partial Query 1 Partial Query 2

Partitioning

Partial Query 3Partial Query 1 Partial Query 2

M d l

Mapping Mapping Mapping

Partial Query 3

M d lModule 
Description 1

Assembling

SPS‐Query
Module 

Description 2

AssemblingAssembling
<input stream="Packet"

<output stream="Aggregate„

<schema name="PacketTuple">
<field name="time"

Assembling

Node 1

Deploying

Node 3

Deploying

<input stream="Packet"
<output stream="Aggregate„

<schema name="PacketTuple">
<field name="time"Node 2

Deploying

Node 1 Node 3Node 2

Figure 6. Mapping of Queries

4.1 Mapping

The query mapping is a two phase process and supports
different target languages. It takes as input an abstract oper-
ator graph representing a partial query and generates queries
in the specified query language as output. As preconditions
for the mapping process, DSAM has to provide for each
target language:

• Operator transformation rules
Each rule transforms the syntax of an abstract operator
into the syntax of the target language and adds meta-
data.

• Target language template
A template defines the structure of a target language
and can also make use of information from the catalog.

In the first phase we map an abstract operator graph to
intermediate data structures. The second phase uses the
query language template and constructs the target language
queries from the intermediate data structures.

The deployment manager calls the query-mapper com-
ponent after the initialization of all nodes used by a query,
because some information are available at runtime only, e.g.
stream ports. Each node corresponds to a specific SPS-type
and therefore a specific query language. The query-mapper
component transforms the partial query, which is going to
be deployed on a specific node. Fig. 7 gives an example for
mapping a partial query to an SQL-based query language.

4.2 Code Generation

Some stream processing components don’t support
query languages. Especially data sources like WSNs have
limited capacities and can only be configured by individ-
ual software deployment. In [3], AQL is used for global
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CREATE STREAM S3 AS
SELECT * FROM S1

WHERE expr1 AND         
expr3 AND expr4

UNION ALL

S1 S3

Node

Partial Graph Mapped
Queries

SELECT * FROM S2
WHERE expr2 AND   expr3 AND expr4;

CREATE STREAM S4 AS
SELECT * FROM S1

1 3 5

S1 S3Filter

Filter

U
n
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WHERE expr1 AND expr3 AND expr5
UNION ALL

SELECT * FROM S2
WHERE expr2 AND expr3 AND expr5; 

S2 S4Filter

Figure 7. Query mapping example for SQL-
based destination languages

APPLICATION("POR_Node2", stack_size, arg) {
// Initialization of Streams
LocalSensor POR_Node2_s3 = init_pos_sensor();
InputStream POR_Node2_Node1_OUT_01 = init_input("node1");
RemoteAddress POR_Client = "base";
// Data structures
struct POR_Node2_OUT_01 {
int struct_size;
[...]
int time;

};
[...]
// Query processing
for(;;) {
in_01 = getSensorData(POR_Node2_s3);
in_02 = getInputStreamData(POR_Node2_Node1_OUT_01;);
res_01 = merge(in_01,in_02,"")
reorganizeWindow(win_01, res_01);
res_02 = merge(in_01, time());
reorganizeWindow(win_02, res_02);
res_03 = join(&join_res_size_01, win_01, win_size_01, \

win_02, win_size_02, join_cond_01);
for (int i = 0 ; i < join_resultsize_01 ; i++) {
send(POR_Client, res_03[i], sizeof(POR_Node2_OUT_03));
}
NutSleep(125);

}
}

Figure 8. Generated sample application code
for a BTNode

queries that are deployed on different BTnodes. A BTnode
is a typical sensor node developed at the ETH Zurich, which
is based on an Atmel ATmega128 micro controller. DSAM
supports the invocation of code-generation modules. The
result is code that uses a set of operators and system com-
ponents.

Fig. 8 shows an excerpt of generated BTNode code. The
partial query has an external stream and a local sensor as
input streams. It uses local window organization, merge
operators, and a join operator. The catalog of DSAM knows
the available operators. If all preconditions are fulfilled, the
code generation produces valid code, i.e. code that can be
linked and deployed in the usual way.

4.3 Example

The fictive example scenario for the usage of DSAM is
a modern hospital that monitors vital signs of patients with
the help of wireless sensors attached to a patient. Each of
these wireless sensors emits a data stream with the patient’s
id and the vital signs. For tracking, all patients are equipped
with a Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) that emits
the patient’s id to a reader. RFID readers are distributed

WSN SPS

Pat_Sensor_1

Pat_Stat

Filter

o
in

Position

J

Figure 9. Abstract operator graph with parti-
tioning

over the hospital and form the global stream POSITION
that contains PAT ID, Antenna ID, and Time. An SPS com-
bines the POSITION stream and the streams emitted from
the wireless sensors of each patient.

Physicians can configure which of a patient’s vital signs
they want to monitor.

4.3.1 Example Query

For an example query we assume a filter criterion for the
heartbeat rate. The minimum threshold for the heartbeat is
60 beats and the maximum threshold is 160 beats. Our inter-
ests are only on the last position and the actual vital signs of
the patient. Therefore we define a count-based window of
size 1 on the POSITION stream and a time-based sliding
window of 1 second on the PAT SENSOR 1 stream. The
additional partitioning ensures that the last position and the
actual vital signs of all patients are going to be recognized.
These requirements result in the following AQL query:

PAT_SENSOR_1, POSITION:
$1.Filter(Heartbeat <= 60 and Heartbeat => 160),
Join(Predicate = ’$1.Pat_ID = $2.Pat_ID’,

Window1(size = ’1s’, partition = ’Pat_ID’),
Window2(size = ’1’, partition = ’Pat_ID’)

)
:PAT_STAT

4.3.2 Example Mapping

The abstract operator graph for the above example AQL
query is shown in Fig. 9. Out of this abstract operator graph,
the distributor component creates two partial queries. The
distribution algorithm pushes the filter operator to the wire-
less sensor of the patient.

Partial query one is mapped to the target language of the
wireless sensor and partial query two to the target language
of the SPS used in the scenario. We assume for both a SQL-
based query language and obtain as result the following two
queries:

CREATE STREAM QUERY_STREAM_1 AS
SELECT * FROM SENSORS
WHERE Heartbeat <= 60 and Heartbeat => 60

CREATE STREAM PAT_STAT AS
SELECT * FROM

QUERY_STREAM_1[PARTITION BY Pat_ID RANGE 1s],
POSITION[PARTITION BY Pat_ID ROWS 1]

WHERE QUERY_STREAM_1.Pat_ID = POSITION.Pat_ID
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Note: Internally all wireless sensors have only a stream
called SENSORS. So we map stream PAT SENSOR 1 to
SENSORS. This mapping has to be configured in the meta-
data catalog.

5 Related Work
Stream processing is a problem that is equally related to

networking and data processing techniques. Cougar [4] and
TinyDB [8] offer WSN-applications that distribute stream
queries to WSNs.

Borealis [1] supports distributed stream processing by
grouping operators on distributed Borealis nodes. Queries
are defined by box and arrow diagrams. Grouping and dis-
tribution of operators has to be done manually. REED [2]
realizes the integration of WSN-application TinyDB [8] and
Borealis. Cross Boarder Optimization (CBO) increases the
performance of data stream queries. In [7], operators are
pushed from Borealis to TinyDB manually. The results mo-
tivate us to make more efforts in CBO.

[10] proposes an energy/communication-aware cost
model, that supports the placement decision of join oper-
ators.

In [9], a Stream Based Overlay Network (SBON) dis-
tributes operators to nodes. This approach is similar to our
approach and focuses on distribution, i.e. operator place-
ment decisions. We extend this approach by supporting het-
erogeneous nodes with different SPSs explicitly.

[11] proposes a distributed approach for operator place-
ment decisions that works for query graphs with tree-
structure. The Distributed Stream Management Infrastruc-
ture (DSMI) [6] supports distributed queries by clustering
physical nodes hierarchically. An SQL-based query lan-
guage is translated into a data flow graph. Each operator
is mapped to a snippet of code that is sent to the appropri-
ate node. Each node can parse those snippets and generate
native code. The network consists of self-organizing homo-
geneous nodes without a central planner. So this approach
is inapplicable in our scenario, because common heteroge-
neous nodes can’t self-organize.

6 Conclusion and Further Work
We presented support for deployment of queries on het-

erogeneous distributed WSN and SPS nodes. This concept
provides means for elegant and efficient user-centric query
definitions. In this paper, we outlined the necessary steps
from defining a global query to deployable query partitions.
DSAM-AQL and a centralized catalog facilitate the defini-
tions of abstract global queries. Our architecture is exten-
sible as it is also applicable for heterogeneous sensor net-
works [3]. So, this approach can close the gap between
WSNs and SPSs for query definitions. Future work includes
the support of Intel Imote2 with TinyOS 2.0 and SunSPOTs
with a customized Virtual Machine.

There are many heuristics for distribution of operators
available in the literature. Our simple approach will not yet
meet the demands of efficient query plan generation in huge
scenarios. We will have to find better heuristics before do-
ing simulation and measurements with a huge number of
nodes.

In the future DSAM should share partial queries auto-
matically between different queries. In addition to this, fu-
ture work includes the operator migration between nodes
that is necessary for efficient query optimization during run-
time. “Changing Topology” and “Changing Data Source
Properties” (Fig. 3) are serious and relevant issues in real
distributed stream processing that need operator migration.
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